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Yealink UH36 Dual Wideband USB Headset for IP Phones

Product Name: Yealink UH36 Dual Wideband USB Headset for IP Phones

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: UH36-Dual

Please Note: This product is end of life. For an alternative, see the other Yealink Headsets.

Yealink UH36 Dual Wideband USB Headset for IP Phones
The Yealink UH36 Dual is a professional USB wired headset to facilitate the conversations in
ways that your concentration zone and focus is easily got in and the listening fatigue is reduced as
well.
Main Features

ï¿½ Plug-and-play
ï¿½ USB connectivity to Yealink IP Phones
ï¿½ Including
T41S/T42S/T46S/T48S/T42U/T43U/T46U/T48U/T53/T53W/T54W/T57W/T58A/VP59
ï¿½ HD Voice/Wideband speaker performance
ï¿½ Noise-canceling microphone and passive noise cancellation
ï¿½ ActiveProtection technology safeguards users from acoustic injury
ï¿½ Integrated LED indicator and warning tone
ï¿½ 330&deg; bendable boom arm for easy adjustment without breaking

Simple and Flexible Connectivity
Runs right out of box, a USB plug-and-play setup makes the connectivity to Yealink IPphones, PC
and tablet in touch, and the connectivity via 3.5mm jack to PC and smartphoneis ready to work
likewise.
Noise-Canceling Microphone
The noise-canceling microphone allows for the most reduction of outside noise, so thelisteners
can focus more on the desired sound at hand, the nearby talkers are protected withmost call
privacy as well.
Unparallel Audio Experience
Made for calls and music, this headset is kitted out with wideband HD audio technology
andpassive noise cancellation that ensures a richer and clearer conversations,
eliminatesbackground noises as well.
All-day-ease
The over-the-head style and soft leather ear cushions are easy on your head and ears.
Itsergonomic design makes UH36 comfortable enough for long conference calls and all dayuse.
Higher Reliability
Deeply integrated with Yealink IP phones that the advanced features, such as
volumesynchronization and multiple calls control, are just right at your fingertips.
Yealink UH36 Dual Technical Specifications
Main Features

ï¿½ Plug-and-play - USB connectivity to Yealink IP phones,
includingT41S/T42S/T46S/T48S/T42U/T43U/T46U/ T48U/T53/T53W/T54W/T57W/T58A/VP59
(T41S/ T42S/T46S/T48S should be upgraded to version 82 or higher) 
ï¿½ HD Voice/Wideband speaker performance 
ï¿½ Noise-canceling microphone and passive noise cancellation 
ï¿½ ActiveProtection technology safeguards users from acoustic injury
ï¿½ Integrated LED indicator and warning tone
ï¿½ 330&deg; bendable boom arm for easy adjustment without breaking

General
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ï¿½ Headset cable length: 1.2 m (from headset to 3.5 mm jack)
ï¿½ USB cable length: 0.9 m (from call control unit to USB plug)
ï¿½ Supported operating systems: Microsoft Windows&reg;, Apple Mac OS
ï¿½ Color: Black and silver
ï¿½ Weight: UH36 Mono: 120 g / UH36 Dual: 155 g
ï¿½ Operating temperature: -10 &#8451; to +50 &#8451;

Microphone

ï¿½ Microphone frequency response range: 100 Hz-7 kHz
ï¿½ Microphone bandwidth: Wideband
ï¿½ Microphone Sensitivity: -44.0 dB re. 1 V/Pa

Speaker

ï¿½ Speaker sensitivity: 93 dB SPL @ 1 kHz, 60 mV
ï¿½ Speaker Frequency response range: 20 Hz-20 kHz
ï¿½ Speaker impedance: 32+/-4.8&Omega;, @ 1.0 kHz
ï¿½ Speaker input power: normal 5 mW, max 10 mW
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth: Wideband

Easy Call Management

ï¿½ Answer/End/Reject/Hold a call
ï¿½ Volume up/down
ï¿½ Microphone mute
ï¿½ Redial last outgoing call

Please Enquire
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